Diseased optic nerves – the use of microchips
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The eye is an extremely complex and efficient sense organ, endowed with a layer of receptors, a lens and a cornea that focus light onto the receptors, and an optic nerve that conducts nerve impulses to the visual cortex in the brain [1, 2]. In case of optic nerve damage, microelectrodes could be inserted from an embedded microchip, or a series of microchips, into fibre bundles within the nerve. The aim of this article, therefore, is to advocate the usefulness of microchips and their biocompatibility for the alleviation of optic nerve disease.

The optic nerve may be afflicted by vascular and/or ischemic disease, inflammatory or infectious disease, and degenerative disease [3]. Widely-reported optic nerve diseases include glaucoma, optic neuritis, and ischemic optic neuropathy. Optical nerve degeneration and mitochondrial dysfunction are associated with genetic and acquired optic neuropathies [4]. Such damage would require methods to assist damaged ganglion nerve fibres, including prosthetics targeting distal portions of the visual pathway [3]. Recently, a medial trans-conjunctival approach was used to implant a stimulating electrode around the intra-orbital section of the optic nerve, allowing sufficient exposure of the nerve after detaching one rectus muscle and performing a lateral canthotomy [5]. HIV+ individuals often express neuro-opthalmological opportunistic pathology, including homonymous haemianopsia, caused by foci of cerebral toxoplasmosis, progressive multi-focal leuencephalopathy or primary intra-cerebral malignant lymphoma [6]. Ocular congenital toxoplasmosis acquired through Toxoplasma gondii infection has numerous symptoms, including optic neuritis [7], optic atrophy [8] and necrotizing retinitis [9]. Damage to the macula densa results in severe loss of visual acuity[10]. Optic atrophy is the end process of many factors damaging the optic nerve, characterised by a loss of axons with glial proliferation and decreased vascularity of the nerve head [10]. The use of implanted microchips should utilise and stimulate healthy ganglion cells in the optic nerve directly.

It is important to recognise the biocompatibility of different materials within the eye. Microchips should be non-corrosive. A recent study evaluated the use of a flexible polyimide substrate with an integrated platinum electrode [11]. In that investigation, a parylene C coating was deposited on the electronic components as an insulation layer, and silicone rubber used to encapsulate the electronics. Electrical stimulation of the retina evoked neuronal responses in the visual cortex and indicated the feasibility of the system approach for chronic use [11]. Poly (haema) hydrogels appear to be non-corrosive, are useful for carrying Schwann cells, and may provide a stable three-dimensional scaffold capable of supporting axonal regeneration in lesioned optic nerves [12]. Ideally, a microchip positioned on the optic nerve will elicit a visual response. However, finer optometrical details of light progression in the eye need further study. We have therefore proposed equations for determining the distance that light must travel in the eye. Given that the average eyeball is 24.5 mm long and the thickness of the retina 120 μm, thicknesses added due to implantation of microchips will be as small as ca. 0.05 mm per chip. Assumed variations, including those due to the angle of incidence and refraction of light, as well as attenuated speeds of light through the aqueous and vitreous humours, would require further determination. The approximate time taken for light to reach the electrodes attached to the optic nerve is expressed by:

\[
\frac{x + y + z_n}{s}
\]

where:
- \(x\) = length of the eye from the cornea to the retina;
- \(y\) = thickness of retina;
- \(z_n\) = thickness of the microchip;
- \(n\) = number of microchips;
- \(s\) = speed of light.

The variation of distance within the eye through which light must travel may be calculated using the following formula:

\[
\frac{y}{s}\left(x + y + z_n\right)^2
\]

where:
- \(a\) = upper variable of number of microchips;
- \(b\) = lower variable of number of microchips.

Further investigations should be performed to understand the pathology of congenital degeneration of the optic nerve and retinal function, which would lead to devising microchips that are non-corrosive, and capture and channel light energy. Thereafter, action potentials within the optic nerve would be stimulated. Additionally, more investigations on light...
direction and incidence of light rays within the implanted prostheses inside the eye should be undertaken as this may give a clearer indication of the degree of neuronal stimulation within the optic nerve.
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